
How to Draw a Curvy Girl in 20 Different
Dresses
Are you passionate about fashion illustration and want to learn how to draw curvy
girls in trendy dresses? Look no further! In this comprehensive guide, we will
teach you step by step how to create stunning fashion illustrations featuring curvy
figures. We will also explore 20 unique dress designs that will showcase the
beauty of curvy bodies. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced artist, this
article will provide you with valuable tips and techniques to enhance your fashion
illustration skills. Let's get started!

Why Drawing Curvy Girls Matters in Fashion Illustration

In recent years, there has been a growing movement towards body positivity and
inclusivity in the fashion industry. It is crucial for fashion illustrators to accurately
represent the diversity of body types, including curvy figures. By learning to draw
curvy girls, you are contributing to the much-needed shift towards celebrating all
body shapes and sizes. Your illustrations can inspire confidence and empower
women to feel beautiful and comfortable in their own bodies. So let's embrace the
curves and bring them to life on the paper!

Materials Needed

Before we dive into the drawing process, let's gather the necessary materials:
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Pencil

Eraser

Sketchbook or drawing paper

Colored pencils or markers (optional)

Ruler

Step by Step Guide: How to Draw a Curvy Girl in 20 Dresses

Now that we have our materials ready, let's start creating our fashion illustrations:

Step 1: Basic Body Outline

Begin by lightly sketching the basic body outline of a curvy girl. Pay attention to
the proportions, keeping in mind that curvy figures have fuller busts, hips, and
thighs. You can use a reference image or a fashion croquis as a guide.

Step 2: Dress Designs

Now, let's explore 20 unique dress designs that will perfectly complement curvy
bodies. From elegant evening gowns to casual summer dresses, we have it all!
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For each dress, we will provide a detailed description and instructions on how to
draw it. Feel free to experiment with different styles and add your personal touch
to each design.

Dress 1: The Classic Little Black Dress

Add description of the dress and the drawing instructions.
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Dress 2: Floral Maxi Dress

Add description of the dress and the drawing instructions.

Step 3: Adding Details and Patterns

Once you have drawn the basic dress outlines, it's time to add details and
patterns to make your illustrations more dynamic and unique. Experiment with
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different textures, prints, and embellishments to bring life to your designs.
Remember to pay attention to the way fabrics flow and drape over curvy bodies.

Step 4: Coloring and Shading

If you choose to use colored pencils or markers, this step is where you can take
your drawings to the next level. Explore various color palettes and shading
techniques to make your illustrations more realistic and visually appealing. Don't
be afraid to play with different skin tones and experiment with color combinations
that highlight the beauty of curvy figures.

Step 5: Final Touches and Presentation

Once you are satisfied with your drawings, make sure to add final touches such
as facial features, hair, and accessories. Consider the overall composition and
arrange the dresses in a visually appealing manner. You can create a fashion
collection or a lookbook to showcase your designs. Take high-quality photos or
scan your illustrations to present them professionally.

Drawing curvy girls in various dresses is an excellent way to express your
creativity while promoting body positivity and inclusivity in fashion illustration. By
following this step-by-step guide and exploring different dress designs, you can
improve your fashion illustration skills and create stunning artwork that celebrates
the beauty of curvy bodies. Start sketching and watch your fashion illustrations
come to life!

Remember, practice makes perfect. Don't be discouraged if your first attempts
aren't flawless. Keep experimenting, learning, and developing your unique style.
With time, you will become a master at drawing curvy girls in dresses, and your
illustrations will inspire and empower women worldwide.
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DRAW BETTER anime, manga characters with this how to draw dresses book: a
complete course in fashion design and how to draw anime manga step by step -
starting with simple lines! Learn how to draw dresses - from romantic, fairy tale or
princess gowns, to modern, chic, stylish dresses - for beautiful curvy girls, and
create your own fashion trends for your anime manga girls and female
characters.

This drawing book shows you how to draw dresses for girls in 20 different ways
for curvy characters. Be sure to check out the slim edition of this book, where
you'll learn how to draw 20 MORE dresses for slim characters!

A great how to draw dresses book for kids, teens, adults, anime fans, and manga
lovers! Learn how to turn simple shapes and lines into all kinds of beautiful
dresses both simple and elegant. A brilliant resource to learn how to draw
dresses for fashion design, or for your characters, comics, cartoons, anime,
manga, art, and more!
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This amazing how to draw dresses book is like your own easily accessible art
teacher AT HOME - learn how to draw step by step and practice drawing
techniques at your own pace! Each of these easy to follow step-by-step how-to
sequences is color-coded for your convenience, allowing you to learn how to
draw dresses right away.

Learn from popular artist Mei Yu, who also has over 1.5 million subscribers and
350 million views on YouTube.

Follow along on your mobile device, anytime, anywhere, using your own drawing
paper at your own pace. Whether you like to doodle or sketch, this how-to-draw
book offers valuable skills to gain and is great for aspiring artists!

Be inspired - with this how to draw dresses book, you can get ideas for your own
characters. For more inspiration, be sure to check out the slim edition of this
book, with even MORE dress designs to further spark your creativity! Go ahead
and design cute, trendy, and stylish dresses of your own. Then, share your art
with your friends and online proudly!

If you like my art and style, this how to draw dresses book will help you hone your
skills to create your own anime, manga, and cartoon characters with quick and
easy step-by-step instructions. With passion and practice, you will become a
better artist!

Check out Mei's other books on how to draw people, how to draw anime, how to
draw manga, how to draw hair, how to draw hands, how to draw fashion
illustrations, other how-to-draw books, and more! Mei's eBooks are available for
Kindle, iOS, and Android devices. For Android users, please download the Kindle
app to access Mei's eBooks.



Practice better by using Mei's Design Your Outfits WorkBooks series: the perfect
companions to these books! YOU draw on the templates, so you can draw
clothes right away without worrying about drawing proportionate figures (sold
separately). Get them from Mei Yu's Amazon Author Page - click Mei's name to
see all her eBooks and paperback books!

Happy drawing! :)
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Adventures Growing Up In An Italian
Household
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and mouthwatering cuisine. Growing up in an Italian household is an
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